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Retire in Style SPECIALREPORT

Well, that’s
what friends
are for
More women are choosing to live together in their

twilight years, writes Carolyn Boyd.

Buddy system ... Pat Trumble and Beryl Holden decided to pair up and buy a place in which to retire. Photo: Adam Wright

AS THE boundaries around what is a
typical retirement blur, more
women are expected to begin
retiring together as companions,
sharing a home and life in their
older years as friends.

A demographer and partner at
KPMG, Bernard Salt, says the trend
will be a case of back to the future, as
many women lived together in the
1920s and ’30s after the Spanish flu
of 1919 took 10,000 Australian lives
and 60,000 young men were killed in
World War I.

‘‘This is companion relationships;
single women, later in life, separated
or divorced, or just never married,’’
Salt says. ‘‘[They are not in a] sexual,
gay relationship at all. [It’s] purely for
companionship and friendship.’’

Salt says the living arrangement
makes sense because ‘‘life is better
when it is shared’’.

‘‘You share the costs of home
purchase and ownership and you

also get to share your life. You get to
know about each other’s lives and
family and friends, and so forth.’’

It’s not a trend Salt expects to see
in men, though.

‘‘Women are very social beings,’’
Salt says. ‘‘There’s a bit of macho ego
for men having to rely on another
bloke for companionship. Men don’t
like that. They’d rather live in
miserable isolation than confront the
reality that it’s probably a good idea to
have a companion relationship.’’

Women who have been married
and widowed may also seek to share
a home with a female companion.

‘‘Women typically live four years
longer than men,’’ Salt says.
‘‘Typically, women marry a male
two years older, so women are
pretty much guaranteed six years
of widowhood.’’

Beryl Holden and Patricia
Trumble are women who have
retired as companions. After a

lifetime of being friends, it made
perfect sense to them that they
share a home in retirement.

Holden and Trumble bought a two-
bedroom, two-bathroom unit with a
study at an over-55s development.

The two women grew up in the
rough and tumble of London’s East
End, in the days before it was gentrified
with warehouse conversions and
trendy restaurants. They flew to
Australia in 1965 on assisted passages.

The young women worked their
way around Australia, doing odd jobs,
including office cleaning. When work
ran low in Queensland, the pair
placed a newspaper ad that read:
‘‘Two English girls willing to do
anything, need jobs.’’

‘‘We had hundreds of replies and
most of them were not very nice,’’
Holden says. ‘‘Then an old farmer
contacted us from Toowoomba and
said, ‘I love anything English, would
you come and help me on my farm ...
I need help with the citrus and cattle.’

‘‘So off we went and we stayed with
him for two years. We got a lot of
experience farming; he taught us a lot
of things about the bush.’’

Both women then settled in Sydney,
trained as nurses and bought their
own flats in the northern suburbs.

Ten years ago, though, they and
two other female friends decided to
pool their finances to buy a six-
bedroom home in Fairlight. The
arrangement worked well, but as

retirement loomed, Holden says she
and Trumble realised they needed to
set themselves up for the future.

‘‘We looked all over the northern
suburbs first, but that was our biggest
mistake,’’ Holden says. ‘‘The properties
... were far too expensive [and] it just
didn’t have that feeling that there was
still plenty of life to be led.’’

The pair knew they had found the
right location as soon as they drove
into The Arbour Berry, on the outskirts
of Berry. ‘‘It just seemed so lively and it
was just magic,’’ Holden says.

She and Trumble get along so well,
people often comment on how lucky
they are. ‘‘We understand each other
and we are plain-talking, that’s how we
get on,’’ Holden says.




